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II. STAGED EXPERIENCES: HAWKSMOOR’S DESIGNS FOR THE 

LONDON CITY CHURCHES 

I. THE CHURCH COMMISSION 

I.1. The High Church Tradition 

When the Tories regained power in 1710 after the long reign of the 

Whigs, who were more liberal in religious matters, the High Church 

tradition, which had never really died down, was revived. Earlier in 

the seventeenth century Charles I and Archbishop Laud took strong 

measures against the Puritans, who were following the Calvinist 

traditions of European Protestant countries. Laud and his followers 

reformed the Church of England; for the building of churches this 

meant a strong emphasis on liturgy, the prayer book and the 

restoration of the "grandeur of Christian Truth”.170 This ‘grandeur’ 

was to be found in the first four or five centuries AD, which was 

considered as the Golden Age of Christianity.171  The early 

Christian liturgy and church buildings were studied and interpreted 

extensively in seventeenth-century England. 

In early Christianity the liturgy required two separate 

spaces in a church, one for the service and the sermon, and one for 

the sacrament. The nave and chancel were therefore separated by 

                                                 
170 Addleshaw  (1944), p. 25. 
171 Addleshaw (1944), p. 30. 
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screens and a standard lay-out of Anglican churches was developed 

from this. The scholar William Beveridge (1637-1708), for 

instance, who was rector of St. Peter’s in London and later bishop 

of Saint Asaph, spoke at the opening of St. Peter’s Cornhill, a 

church built by Wren and Hawksmoor in 1681, and emphasized this 

separation. In The Excellence and Usefulness of the Common 

Prayer: Preached at the Opening of the Parish Church of St. 

Peter’s, Cornhill, the 27th of November (1681) he said:  

…hence that place where this Sacrament is 

administered was always made and reputed 

the highest place in the Church. And 

therefore also it was wont to be separated 

from the rest of the church by a screen or 

partition of network, in Latin cancelli, and 

that so generally, that from thence the place 

itself is called the ‘Chancel’. That this was 

antiently observed in the building of all 

considerable Churches […] within few 

centuries after the Apostles themselves, even 

in the days of Constantine the Great, as well 

as in all ages since.172  

The pulpit and reading desk were to be found at the east end of the 

nave. The font was placed at the west end or in one of the aisles. A 

screen separated the nave from the chancel, where the altar was 

placed against the east wall. 

After Laud’s death the standard lay-out of Anglican 

churches did not change much. Beveridge’s statement quoted above 

                                                 
172 Beveridge, The Excellency and Usefulness, p. 388. 
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is from the early eighteenth century but can still function as a good 

description of High Church ideals. Wren’s city churches, built in 

the 1680s and 1690s, often followed this standard pattern, even 

though the designs were often restricted by the limited space of the 

city centre. When the Tories with their High Church ideals regained 

power in the early eighteenth century, they took the opportunity to 

stimulate High Church building ideas, and passed the 1711 Church 

Building Act. Twelve parish churches were built under this Act. 

The recommendations of the commission installed to supervise 

church building show the wish to recreate a strong High Church 

under Queen Anne. This would require the compartmentalizing of 

the churches in nave and chancel, and a longitudinal shape, instead 

of the centralized shape more suited to Puritan ideas. Many of the 

commissioners were known to have High Church ideas and had 

written about primitive Christianity as the Golden Age of the 

Christian Church. 

I.2. The Commission for the Building of Fifty New Churches 

In 1710 the roof of the parish church St. Alphege in Greenwich, 

London collapsed. The parishioners requested money from 

parliament to rebuild their church. This led to a new Act which 

would provide the fast growing population of London and its 

suburbs with new parish churches. The act was issued in 1711 

under Queen Anne: Act for the building of fifty new churches of 

Stone and other proper materials, with Towers or Steeples to each 

of them (…).173 The number fifty was derived from the first church 

Act from 1670 when Sir Christopher Wren managed to build or 

                                                 
173 Act for the Building of Fifty New Churches, 1711; Bill (1979); 
Colvin (1950); Port (1986). 
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oversee the building of fifty-two churches after the Great Fire of 

1666 had destroyed most older churches. The fifty planned in the 

1711 Church Act proved to be too ambitious, since only twelve 

were built. The churches were financed in the same way as in the 

building Act of 1670, by means of a coal tax issued to provide for 

the necessary funds. The reference to “stone and other proper 

materials” was of course connected to the avoidance of any fire 

risk. The requirement of towers or steeples also included in the Act 

would have provided London with a renewed skyline and some 

notable landmarks. 

I.3. The commissioners of the Church Act 

A large commission was installed to oversee the work. The 

Archbishop of Canterbury, Thomas Tenison, like the main body of 

the commission a well-known Tory sympathiser, headed the 

commission. The main figures in the commission were the 

Reverend Francis Atterbury (1662–1732), Dean of Christ Church 

Oxford and a friend of the Reverend George Smalridge (1663–

1719), who later became chairman of the subcommittee which 

would oversee the work of the surveyors on a weekly basis.174 

Atterbury collected the works of George Hickes (1642–1715), a 

biblical scholar, who was very interested in the early Christians, 

and who wrote a recommendation for the commissioners on church 

design.175 It was entitled Observations on Mr. Vanbruggs Proposals 

about Buildinge the New Churches and was first published in an 

edition by Pierre de la Ruffinière du Prey in 2000.176  That 

                                                 
174 Ruffinière du Prey (2000), pp. 51-53. 
175 Ruffinière du Prey (2000), pp. 139 –142. 
176 See Ruffinière du Prey (2000), pp. 56-59, pp. 139-142. 
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recommendation will be analysed later in this chapter. Atterbury 

owned all the major publications from his own time on early 

Christianity, such as the sermons of William Beveridge, William 

Cave’s Primitive Christianity, or The Religion of the Ancient 

Christians in the First Ages of the Gospel (1702), a text which 

explains the traditions of the early church for a wider audience, and 

the works of Joseph Bingham, known for his extensive account on 

ancient churches.177 John Lightfoot’s The Temple Especially as it 

stood in the Days of Our Saviour (1650) and Joseph Meade’s Works 

(1677) which included his influential The Key to Revelations, 

Searched and Demonstrated out of the Natural and Proper 

Character of the Visions (1643) were present.178 In it Meade 

published an image of a reconstruction of the Temple of Solomon, 

which had not been included before in an English publication.179 

Other publications included the works of the Greek apologist and 

church historian Eusebius, Bishop of Caesarea in Palestine (c. 265 –

339 A.D.), two editions of Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria (from 

1693 and 1725), Aristotle’s Rhetorica, some works by Cicero and 

the Greek and Latin edition of Longinus’ On the Sublime.180 For 

                                                 
177 Bingham, Origines Ecclesiasticae; Cave, Primitive Christianity; 
Amory (1973). 
178 Lightfoot, The Temple Especially as it stood in the Days of Our 
Saviour;  Meade, The Key of the Revelation; Mead, The Works of 
the Pious and Profoundly-Learned Joseph Mede. 
179 Ruffinière du Prey (2000), p. 24. 
180 Eusebius was known for his Ecclesiastical History and Life of 
Constantine. Atterbury owned: Longinus,  ∆ιονυσιου Λογγινου Περι 
Υ ̔ψους ὑποµνηµα. Dionysii Longini De Sublimitate commentarius, 
quem nova versione donavit, perpetuis notis illustravit, plurimisque 
in locis ... emendavit, additis etiam omnibus ejusdem auctoris 
fragmentis, Z. Pearce, London, 1724 ; Quintilianus, De Institutione 
Oratoria libri duodecim, cum duplici indice ... Ex tribus codicibus 
MSS. et octo impressis emendavit, atque Lectiones variantes adjecit 
E. Gibson ... Accedunt Emendationum Specimen, et Tribunus 
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architectural sources Atterbury could rely on Perrault’s Parallèle, 

and Palladio; for painting on Junius’ De Pictura Veterum.181 

Another indication of the influence of Longinus’ work is 

the presence of John Pulteney, the translator of Longinus’ work, in 

the Commission. A man of his name appeared in the list of 

members in 1715 and it is very likely that he is one and the same as 

the author of The Loftiness or Elegancy of Speech (1680).182  

Apart from Atterbury, the role of representatives of the 

contemporary debate on the ‘Golden Age’, i.e. Early Chritianity’, of 

religion was further strengthened by the presence in the commission 

of Sir Peter King (1669-1734), who published An Enquiry into the 

constitution, Discipline, Unity and Worship of the Primitive Church 

in 1691.183 He became a client of Hawksmoor later, when 

Hawksmoor was asked to alter King’s house in Surrey, but 

apparently King was not a frequent visitor to the commission 

meetings.184 For our purposes, the fact that he was a commissioner 

in the first place is enough to establish the importance that was 

attached to the early Christian church and its research. 

The interest in ancient religious architecture found one of 

many channels towards contemporary architecture in the person of 

George Wheler (1650 – 1723) who was a fellow of the Royal 

Society and who worked under the Reverend George Hickes. 

                                                                                             
Marianus, Declamatio, nunc primum ex Codice MS. Edita, E 
Theatro Sheldoniano: Oxoniæ, 1693; Quintilianus, De Oratoria 
Institutione libri XII. Totum textum recognovit variorum ... notas 
recensuit novas ... adjunxit C. Capperonnerius, Paris, 1725. 
181 Perrault, Paralèlle des Anciens et des Modernes; Palladio, The 
Architecture of A. Palladio; Junius, De Pictura veterum. 
182 Bill (1979); Pulteney, The Loftiness or Elegancy of Speech. Not 
much is known about John Pulteney. He was probably the MP and 
civil servant who died in 1726. 
183 King, An Enquiry. 
184 Ruffinière du Prey (2000), p. 159, n.43. 
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Wheler’s publications A Journey into Greece by George Wheler 

Esq. In Company with Dr. Spon of Lyon (1682) and An Account of 

the Churches, or Places of Assembly, of the Primitive Christians, 

from the Churches of Tyre, Jerusalem, and Constantinople. 

Described by Eusebius and Ocular Observations of Several very 

Ancient Edifices of Churches yet Extant in those Parts (1689) 

became famous because of the eye witness descriptions of ancient 

buildings.185 Wren owned Wheler’s and Spon’s account of their 

travels to Greece.186 

The architects in the commission were Sir Christopher 

Wren, Sir John Vanbrugh and Thomas Archer. The commission 

created a sub-committee, chaired by Smalridge, which would 

instruct the surveyors, consider proposals, and report to the 

commissioners. In this committee Wren, Archer, Vanbrugh and 

others took place. Two surveyors were appointed: William 

Dickinson and Nicholas Hawksmoor.187 Hawksmoor can be 

considered as the constant factor, since Dickinson left his job in 

1713 and was replaced by James Gibbs, who was subsequently 

replaced by John James.188 

I.4. Publications on Early Christianity 

Many publications on early Christianity from the late seventeenth 

century use similar sources to find information on early Christian 

liturgy and church building. Authors such as the ones mentioned 

                                                 
185 Ruffinière du Prey (2000), p. 37. Wheler, An Account of the 
Churches; Wheler, A Journey into Greece. 
186 Amory (1973). 
187Lambeth Palace Library (LPL), MS 2690, entry 10 October 
1711; See also Port (1986) and Bill (1979). 
188 LPL MS 2690, entry 13 August 1713. 
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above often referred to Eusebius. In the next paragraph I will 

analyse a contemporary edition of Eusebius’ Ecclesiastical 

History.189 The influence of Eusebius’ writing style and subject 

matter is evident in seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century 

writings on early Christianity and may have had influence on how 

the Church Act Commissioners expected their London city 

churches to function and to look like. An anonymous text from the 

early seventeenth century is particularly interesting for its views on 

early Christian church architecture. Similarities between R.T.’s De 

Templis and Sir Henry Wotton’s The Elements of Architecture 

(1624) but also with the later publications on early Christianity such 

as Peter King’s are evident.190 

I.4.a. R.T.’s De Templis 

One of the earliest British texts on early Christian churches in the 

seventeenth century is De Templis, A treatise of Temples, Wherein 

is discovered the Ancient Manner of Building, Consecrating and 

adorning of Churches (1638) by the hitherto unidentified R.T.191 

John Newman has already paid attention to this treatise in an article 

on church building during the reign of Charles I.192 What has so far 

been neglected is the importance of De Templis for the 

interpretation of later buildings such as Hawksmoor’s. It was 

published when Laud’s influence was high, and it incorporated 

                                                 
189 Eusebius, The Ancient Ecclesiastical histories of the First Six 
Hundred Years after Christ, Written in the Greek Tongue by three 
learned Historiographers, Eusebius, Socrates and Evagrius, 
London, 1663. 
190 R.T., De Templis. A Treatise of Temples, wherein is discovered 
the Ancient manner of Building, Consecrating and Adorning of 
Churches, London, 1638. 
191 R.T., De Templis. 
192 Newman (1993), pp. 168-188. 
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Laudian ideas, but cannot be considered simply as a Laudian 

pamphlet.193 It set out the themes of later texts on church 

architecture and does not deviate much from later publications such 

as those by Wheler and King. 

The treatise is divided into twenty-five chapters. The first 

five chapters discuss the definition of the word temple in various 

contexts. Chapter six to eight analyse the form, the parts, and the 

situation of the temple. Next the use of temples and their ends and 

ornaments are discussed and to conclude a few various and modern 

issues of use such as burying and the proper way of designing a 

modern church. 

Some parallels with for example Wotton’s Elements of 

Architecture (1624) can be noted in the overall structure of the text. 

There is the classical division of definition and principles and the 

subsequent discussion of the general form and its parts. R.T. 

discussed the situation and the ornamentation of churches, parallel 

to Wotton’s description of these issues for country houses. Because 

R.T. considered such a particular building type, a few chapters 

could easily be dedicated to the use of these buildings. After all, the 

ceremonies held inside a church are vital for a Laudian churchman. 

Wotton’s Elements of Architecture focused the reader’s 

attention on the relation between building and beholder instead of 

the building’s internal order and style. R.T.’s treatise is hardly ever 

included in the main corpus of architectural theory of the early 

seventeenth century in England, but it is certainly not much 

different from Henry Wotton’s text.194 It varies mainly in the 

subject, but not in its analysis. The subject is historical, or 

antiquarian, and considers one particular building type: churches. 

                                                 
193 Newman (1993), p. 172-3. 
194 It was included in Van Eck (2003), pp. 123-127. 
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But like Wotton, the author of De Templis focuses the reader’s 

attention on the relation between the building and the beholder and 

does not prescribe the external form of the building in detail. 

These characteristics can still be found, as will be shown, 

in the texts of the later divines concerned with the building Act of 

1711. The battle between the Laudians and Puritans was over and 

hence opinions on the placing of the altar or font were less 

passionately defended. An agreeable mixture between the Church 

as “an auditory”, as Wren had put it, and as a place of worship was 

reached in Wren’s designs for the city churches after the Great 

Fire.195 In 1711 though, there was more resolution to build churches 

according to stricter High Church rules and a more passionate 

reliance on early Christian churches. 

I.4.b. Eusebius’ Origines Ecclesiasticae 

Eusebius was an important source for the seventeenth-century 

divines. King, Cave, Bingham and Wheler all refer to him, quote 

him or, in Wheler’s case, write an extensive comment on his 

works.196 Joseph Bingham’s (1668 – 1723) Origines Ecclesiasticae 

(1708-22) included a description of an early Christian church and 

printed a plan based on Eusebius’s panegyric of the church at Tyre 

(fig. 16). Hickes referred to Bingham in his recommendation for the 

commissioners.197 Eusebius’ Ecclesiastical History recorded the 

history of the early Christian church, which included his panegyric 

                                                 
195 Wren referred to a church as an ‘auditory’ in his 
recommendation letter to the Church Act commission of 1711. 
Wren, ‘Letter to a Friend’. 
196 Wheler, An Account of the Churches. 
197 Bingham, Origines Ecclesiasticae; Hickes’ recommendation was 
printed in: Ruffinière du Prey (2000), appendix  3. 
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to a church in Tyre from circa 315 AD.198 Christine Smith analysed 

this panegyric extensively in 1989 and she reconstructed the 

tradition of church panegyrics.199 Eusebius however did not have 

the advantage of relying on an established method of church 

panegyrics and had to come up with his own ideas on how to 

compose one. He drew on various rhetorical disciplines, of which 

the encomium (personal praise) and the periegesis (to lead around, 

show around or describe a place) were the most important. Eusebius 

incorporated these traditions in his panegyric and, as Quintilian 

advised in his treatise on rhetoric, combined the moral qualities of a 

personal panegeric with the descriptive character of a periegesis.200 

The positive qualities of the church at Tyre were then associated 

with its founder, the Bishop of Tyre.201 The kinesthetic tradition of 

describing a building in the order a visitor experiences it, as 

developed by Aristides and Lucian, was the most important 

tradition that Eusebius adopted in his panegyric according to 

Smith.202 Accordingly Eusebius described the building via the 

visitor’s path towards the newly consecrated church: 

Next he [the architect] hath erected a great 

Porch, reaching very high Eastwards unto 

the sun-beams, so that unto them which afar 

off without the hallowed Wals, it yeeldeth a 

clear shew of the artificial Work contained 

within them, and withal turning, or enticing 

the countenance of forrainers touching the 
                                                 
198 Eusebius, The Ecclesiastical History, X.iv (1973), pp. 399-445. 
199 Smith (1989) 
200 Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria, III.vii.26: “Cities are praised after 
the same fashion as men.” 
201 Smith (1989), pp. 228-231. 
202 Smith (1989), p. 230. 
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Faith unto the first entrance, so that none 

passe by, which is not pricked in mind first 

with the remembrance of the former 

desolation past, next with the sight of this 

wonderfull Work (unto such as were hoped 

and wished for) a prick peradventure to 

draw men, and by the beholding thereof to 

entice men to enter in.203 

And he continued later: 

For making a separation with great distance 

between the Temple itself, and the first 

Entrance, he [i.e. the architect] hath 

beautified this place on every side with four 

over thwart Porches, and after the Forme of a 

Quadrangle he compassed them about on 

every side with high Pillars, the distance 

between he hath shut with Lattice like Nets, 

made of Wood, and measured after the 

breadth of the place, the middle he left void 

that the bright sky might be seen, and that it 

might yeeld the air tempered with the bright 

beams of the Sun.204  

The church building is, as it were, reaching out to the visitor and 

draws him or her inside where the true splendour of the church (ie. 

the Faith) is presented in all its magnificence. Eusebius described 

                                                 
203 Eusebius, The Ancient Ecclesiastical histories, 1663, p. 188. 
Eusebius, The Ecclesiastical History, 1973, X.4.38. 
204 Eusebius, The Ancient Ecclesiastical histories, 1663, p. 188. 
Eusebius, The Ecclesiastical History, 1973, X.4.38. 
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the church, just as Wren would for the Temple of Mars and the 

Temple of Peace, as having human attributes and capable of human 

skills, such as persuasion. The church is described in a theatrical 

manner and the buildings seems only intended to persuade and 

enrapture the viewer. Eusebius continued his description with the 

fountains in the central court, which George Wheler reminded of 

the two fountains placed in the court in front of St. Peter’s in 

Rome.205 Eusebius appealed to the visual qualities of the church. In 

antiquity, as in Hawksmoor’s age, the eye was considered the most 

important of the senses. In De Oratore Cicero lets Antonius 

confirm this as “the keenest of all our senses is the sense of sight, 

and that consequently perceptions received by the ears or by 

reflexion can most easily retained in the mind if they are also 

conveyed to our minds by the mediation of the eyes”.206 Eusebius 

made it sound impossible to describe the splendors of the church in 

Tyre accurately and wrote: 

To what end shall I intreat more curiously of 

the most wise and chief divided disposition 

of the building, and again of the eccellent 

Ornature of every several part, whenas the 

testimony of the eyes themselves passeth and 

excludeth that knowledge which pierceth the 

ear?207 

Eusebius stimulated the imagination here and in his speech he let 

people see for themselves. He “prefers to evoke, rather than 

                                                 
205 Wheler, An Account of the Churches, p. 23. 
206 Cicero, De Oratore, II.87.357. 
207 Eusebius, The Ancient Ecclesiastical histories, 1663, p. 189. 
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describe, the building” Christine Smith commented.208 This lead 

Wheler to comment in his Account: 

But with what kind or manner of 

Architecture it was Built, Beautified and 

Adorned, Eusebius hath left scope for 

Phantasie to work, but no Pattern for the 

present Describer to Copy.209 

Wheler’s Account is a remarkable comment on Eusebius, as it is an 

account of his own travels to Greece, where he (whenever possible) 

checked Eusebius’ observations first hand. In general, Wheler 

recommended following Eusebius’ description of ancient churches 

and implementing these ancient traditions in modern Anglican 

churches, because they were suitable and might encourage piety.210” 

It would not be a matter of any great Difficulty, or charge”, he 

wrote, “to Accommodate our Churches according to the Manner of 

the Primitive Church”.211 He included a reconstruction of Eusebius’ 

church, even though Eusebius did not provide any explicit visual 

details in his description (fig. 17).  Wheler’s reconstruction shows a 

centralized square plan with no less than nine domes. A portico 

functions as the narthex with columns of a non-descriptive order. 

The church must have been a very free interpretation of the church 

at Tyre, since the original church was long gone when he visited the 

area.  

Joseph Bingham published another version of the church 

at Tyre in his extensive account of early Christianity, Origines 

Ecclesiasticae, or The Antiquities of the Christian Church (1708-

                                                 
208 Smith, ‘Christian Rhetoric’, 231. 
209 Wheler, An Account of the Churches, p. 21. 
210 Ruffinière du Prey (2000), p. 40. 
211 Wheler, An Account of the Churches, p. 114. 
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22) (fig. 16). It is only a plan, but slightly more detailed than 

Wheler’s version. The lay-out of the plan has many similarities with 

Hawksmoor’s later plan for the ‘Basilica after the ancient 

Christians’, a plan for the Church Act commission that would never 

be built (see fig. 35). Bingham’s plan comes with extensive notes, 

neatly numbered on the side. His church is not centralized, but, 

more in common with the Anglican tradition and the 

recommendations of Beveridge, longitudinal.212 He also 

incorporated an outside space, called the atrium. The railings that 

separate the chancel from the nave are clearly indicated, and 

Bingham emphasized the need for steps up to the chancel. Since 

Eusebius left out the actual appearance of the church 

reconstructions, in seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century 

publications by authors such as Wheler enjoyed great freedom to 

interpret. They followed the descriptions of Eusebius and R.T., but 

took great liberties with the reconstruction of the actual appearance 

of the churches.   

William Cave (1637-1713) was active in the late 

seventeenth century. He was installed as canon of Windsor in 1684 

and chaplain to Charles II. He was also minister of All Hallows 

London, and was there while Wren rebuilt his church. William 

Cave’s Primitive Christianity, or The Religion of the Ancient 

Christians in the First Ages of the Gospel (1672) was present in 

Atterbury’s library; he was also a school friend of Beveridge. His 

book on primitive Christianity was aimed at a wider audience than 

Wheler’s or Bingham’s and easy to read. Cave’s aim was to put the 

situation of the Christians before the reading audience, and “if he 

that reads […] be in any measure induced to imitate these primitive 

                                                 
212 Ruffinière du Prey (2000), pp. 34-5. 
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virtues, I should think my pains well bestow’d”.213 In this 

publication he stressed the relative qualities of the ‘place’ of 

religion and the importance of the ‘action’ of religion. “Place”, he 

wrote, “is an unseparable circumstance of religious worship” and 

believers “not only necessarily require a place, but a place 

conveniently capacious of all that joyn together in the same publick 

Actions of Religion”.214 Cave referred to Eusebius’s dedication of 

the church at Tyre, he described the ancient Christian church as 

“oblong” and analysed the three parts (narthex, nave and chancel) 

of the church in the sequence a visitor would see them.215 Wheler’s 

account also mentioned the three parts, which he named “before the 

Temple; The Temple, and the Bema, or Chancel”.216 He 

recommended Beveridge’s description of the lay-out of a church in 

three separate parts.  

Peter King (1669–1734) published his Enquiry into the 

Constitution, Discipline, Unity and Worship of the Primitive 

Church, That Flourish’d within the first Three Hundred Years after 

Christ in 1691 anonymously. He was a barrister who ended his 

career as Lord Chancellor of England in 1725. He was a MP when 

he was appointed commissioner for the 1711 Building Act and his 

treatise on the early Christians may have played a part in his 

appointment as commissioner. In the preface to this work King 

admitted to have relied on “Autenthick Writings” such as the first 

part of Eusebius’ Ecclesiastical History.217 

Just as R.T. and Cave, King paid attention to the physical 

location of worship, and he discussed various definitions of the 

                                                 
213 Cave, Primitive Christianity, preface. 
214 Cave, Primitive Christianity, p. 80. 
215 Cave, Primitive Christianity, p. 88. 
216 Wheler, An Account of the Churches, p. 65. 
217 King, An Enquiry, preface, iv. 
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word ‘church’. He analysed the reason for the east-west orientation 

extensively. He described the early Christian churches as situated 

“on high and open places, and made very light and shining”.218 He 

concluded his little treatise with the recommendation to follow the 

early Christians in their ways: 

I have nothing more to add, but mine earnest 

Intreaty and Persuasion unto al those, into 

whose Hands this little treatise shall fall, to 

imitate and follow the primitive Christians in 

their Moderation, and the Peaceableness of 

their Temper and Disposition.219 

R.T.’s De Templis, but also Wheler, Cave, and King all focused on 

the function, the character and the effect of the church upon the 

observer. They did not comment on the actual stylistic architectural 

features of a church. Eusebius, as Smith noted, probably did not 

know much about architecture, and the commissioners of the 1711 

Building Act, which consisted of Tory politicians that were 

interested in, or had published on, early Christian churches and 

liturgy, did not know much about architecture either.220 The 

commissioners appointed architects in the Commission, such as 

Wren, Archer and Vanbrugh to become members of the sub-

committee, but it is very likely that the commissioners could only 

tell them what they wanted to evoke in the new churches. They 

could provide information on how a church should be experienced 

and used, and how its design should fit in with current theological 

issues. They left it to the surveyor to integrate these requirements 

into designs. 
                                                 
218 King, An Enquiry, 117. 
219 King, An Enquiry, 166. 
220 Smith (1989), p. 227. 
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I.5. Experiencing Churches 

In De Templis and the later publications of King, Wheler and 

others, the worshipper’s experience of the church building was 

essential. They paid attention to the way a church was approached 

and experienced by a visitor instead of paying attention to 

architectural orders, construction, and types of decoration. They 

focused on the experience of a worshipper and hence, the function 

of a church as a physical place to provide mental and spiritual 

associations. Two phases in their experience are repeatedly 

mentioned: the approach to the church, and entering and walking 

through to reach the final destination of the chancel, the most 

sacred place in a church. 

According to seventeenth-century authors an early 

Christian church was meant to confront the passers-by. The 

situation was ideally so that from afar people could see the 

building. This meant churches should, like temples, be built on high 

places and be open in view with steps leading up to the entrance. 

Eusebius described it as such: 

As for the Form of these Churches, or the 

Fashion of their Buiding, I find this 

Description of them in “Tertullian, The 

House of our Dove-like religion is simple, 

built on high and in open View, respecting 

the Light as the Figure of the Holy Spirit, and 

the East as the Representation of Christ”. The 

Meaning where of is, That their Churches 

were erected in high and open Places, and 

made very light and shining, in Imitation of 

the Holy Ghost’s Descent upon the Apostles 
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at the Day of Pentecost, who came down 

with Fire, or Light upon them [...].221 

Churches built in this manner were appreciated because they could 

influence the experience of the passer-by. As Eusebius pointed out, 

the view of the church and its entrance could make the viewer 

thoughtful and the sight of the beautiful building would entice him 

to draw nearer and to enter the church.222 The view of the building 

reminds the onlooker of the difference between his earthly life and 

another, more spiritual life. R.T. wrote in his chapter on the ‘forme’ 

of churches that  

The forme of a Temple, is twofold, either the 

externall forme, which is obvious to every 

beholder, or the internall forme, which 

bodily eyes cannot see. That consists in the 

figure, and outward workmanship: This in 

the dedication. The external forme, of which 

wee intend to speak, depending almost 

wholly on the fancie of the Architect, has 

ever been various, and uncertaine.223 

In that way the church building functions dually; the external form 

is obvious to everyone, shows the building as it is. Secondly, the 

building is dedicated to God and will evoke certain devout 

associations. The situation in high places and in open view will 

                                                 
221 Eusebius, Ecclesiasticæ historiæ, 1659, p. 117; See also King, 
An Enquiry, p. 117; R.T., De Templis, p. 186. 
222 Eusebius, The Ancient Ecclesiastical histories, p. 188. Eusebius, 
The Ecclesiastical History, X.4.38. 
223 R.T., De Templis, p. 38-39. 
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stress its special and unearthly character, and will remind the 

onlooker of spiritual experiences.224 

Next the visitor climbed the stairs to reach the entrance. 

According to R.T. the church entrance refers to earthly matters, the 

church itself to the heaven and the final destination, the chancel, to 

“things above the heavens”.225 Apparently, a new journey begins 

for the visitor when entering a church, a journey that incorporates 

the different elements of the liturgy. 

The character of a journey through the church building is 

an important notion, no matter what form the building might have. 

The interior of the church may be circular or oval, but the author of 

De Templis recommended the “long”, i.e. the longitudinal form. 

R.T. is writing from a Laudian environment, but he does not present 

Laud’s views exclusively. Circular or oval church plans are mainly 

meant for large audiences listening to sermons and lectures, which 

is a characteristic typical of Puritan churches, and indeed it never 

wholly disappeared from Anglican Church customs. R.T. favoured 

the longitudinal plan because of its dramatic effect on the 

worshipper who is “more rapt with divine awe and reverence […] 

in the delay and late approach” of the altar.226 The longitudinal form 

shows the “majesty and reverence” of the building and the place.227 

Also, it makes sure that the different acts performed inside are 

properly separated and situated. The division between the chancel 

and nave was often maintained after the various changes of opinion 

in the seventeenth century.228 Sometimes it was made clear by 

                                                 
224 R.T., De Templis, p. 38. 
225 R.T., De Templis, p. 54-55. 
226 Newman (1993), p. 173 ; R.T., De Templis, p. 191. 
227 R.T., De Templis, pp. 190-191. 
228 In the seventeenth century there were numerous debates about 
the partition of the church in nave and chancel. After Laud’s 
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railings or a screen, stressing the special and even mysterious 

character of the chancel. The author of De Templis agreed with this 

and added that the division of the nave and the chancel by railings 

or a screen is not only “graceful, but according to the lawes and 

orders of building observed by the primitive Christians”.229 

A longitudinal church plan will make sure the worshipper 

passes different places in the church, instead of being confronted 

with them all at once. This process is fundamental to the Anglican 

Church and the early Christian church where the worshipper is 

actively engaged in the liturgy. The font near the entrance, the 

reading desk in the centre and the altar at the (usually) east end all 

form part of the liturgy.230 The Eucharist is a collective action of the 

people, while the priest is the centre of the whole body.231 The 

church building was not only a house to meet and listen, but 

foremost a place to experience. This experience was lived step by 

step because 

 the man who enters the West doore from 

farre beholding the Altar where he seriously 

intends to offer his devotions to his God and 

Saviour, shall find his devout Soule, more 

rapt with divine awe and reverence, more 

inflamed with pure and holy zeale, in the 

delay and late approach unto it, than if at 

first he had entered upon it.232  

                                                                                             
indictment screens and railings were often demolished, but his 
influence remained. See: Newman (1993), p. 170. 
229 R.T., De Templis, p. 192. 
230 Doll (1997), pp. 35-36. 
231 Doll (1997), p. 10. 
232 R.T., De Templis, pp. 190-191. 
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The longitudinal form of a church building will enhance this delay, 

unlike a centralised plan. It will show the path the churchgoer has to 

enter on in order to reach the highest place of worship, the altar. 

The churchgoer’s movements are delayed or quickened, which 

means there was a conscious directing of his actions. When the 

churchgoer entered the building, he entered a carefully staged scene 

fabricated for him to experience. 

Once inside the building the churchgoer might pass 

paintings with religious themes, which, according to De Templis are 

meant to “strike into the beholder, religious and devout 

meditations”. He advised to plan any windows high in the wall, so 

that earthly outside life might not disturb the churchgoer.  Besides 

that pious reason, he added the light would cast an excellent light 

on the paintings underneath the windows on the walls of the 

church.233 Referring to Henry Wotton’s Elements of Architecture 

R.T. recommended that the light must not be too bright, because 

that too could cause a hindrance to devotion.234 Wotton had earlier 

written in his tract: 

And indeede I must confesse that a Franke 

Light, can misbecome noe Aedifice what 

soever, Temples onely excepted; which were 

anciently darke, as they are likewise at this 

day in some Proportion. Devotion more 

requiring collected then defused Spirits.235 

R.T. responded: 

The Utopian Temples, saith Sr. T: More, were 

sub-obscura, somewhat dark: Nec id 
                                                 
233 R.T., De Templis, p. 193. 
234 R.T., De Templis, p. 197. 
235 Wotton, The Elements of Architecture, p. 55. 
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aedificandi inscitia factum sed consilio 

Sacerdotum, quod immodica lux 

cogitationnes dispergit. For devotion 

requires collected spirits, which light  

diffuses, as Sir H: Wotton seems to interpret 

him in his Elements of Architecture. And we 

find it by experience, that in our light 

Churches, did not we close our eyes, we 

could hardly keepe our thoughts from 

distractions till the end of a short collect. 

And I verily believe that the holy fervour of 

devotion was more intense in the primitive 

Christians dark obscure vaults, than hath 

ever bene in our lightsome Churches.236 

According to the authors on ancient Christianity the only bright 

light came from a large window in the east end, behind the altar, 

guiding, as it were, the visitor on his path.237  

Light, composition and beauty were thought to invoke 

religious, and more importantly, devout ideas in the onlookers’ 

mind. The design of a church was therefore a vital task, not only 

because of the considerable costs for local government and the 

parish, but foremost in view of its religiously persuasive function.  

I.6. Recommendations for the Commissioners 

During the last months of 1711 and the first half of 1712 the 

Commission for the building of fifty new churches was mainly 

                                                 
236 R.T., De Templis, pp. 196-198. 
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concerned with considering various factors which influenced the 

selection and acquisition of building sites.238 In the meantime they 

received a letter from commissioner Sir Christopher Wren offering 

advice for building city churches, based on his extensive and 

authoritative experience with replanning and rebuilding fifty-two 

new parish churches just after the great fire.239 His letter for the 

commission consisted of eight separate points of advice covering 

most practical matters of church design. Besides remarks on the 

situation of a church within the busiest areas of the city (“among 

the thicker Inhabitants”), burial customs inside a church (“not only 

unwholesome, but the pavements can never be kept even, nor Pews 

upright”), cemeteries and materials, the capacity and dimensions of 

the new churches were also addressed. He wrote: “the Romanists, 

indeed, may build large churches, it is enough if they hear the 

Murmur of the Mass, and see the Elevation of the Host, but ours are 

to be fitted for Auditories”.240 From this we might be led to believe 

that Wren was a puritan who believed the sermon was the most 

important part of the church service, but his uncle Bishop Matthew 

Wren (1585-1667) was a known Laudian and his father, Dean 

Christopher Wren (1589 – 1658) gave the young Wren a 

conservative High Church upbringing.241  

Sir Christopher Wren’s father owned a copy of Wotton’s 

first edition of The Elements of Architecture which is now in 

Shirburn Castle in Oxfordshire and has so far remained 

inaccessible. The copy is annotated in the margin by Dean Wren 

and the analysis of these notes might be able to contribute to his 
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views on architecture, but more importantly, might also add to the 

interpretation of Sir Christopher’s views on architecture. Sir 

Christopher must have had access to his father’s library and 

Wotton’s book might have been one of the first opportunities for 

Christopher Wren the younger to learn about architecture. Of 

course we do not know when Dean Wren acquired this copy, when 

he annotated it, and if and when Wren Junior had access to it. On 

the last pages of the Elements Wotton announced a new work ‘A 

Philosophical Survey of Education’ and described it as “a kinde of 

Morall Architecture” on which Dean Wren commented “On that we 

might see that, so long expected”.242 The ‘Philosophical Survey’ 

appeared in the Reliquiae Wottonianae in 1651, only seven years 

before the Dean’s death. He must have annotated this copy before 

1651. It is very likely that Sir Christopher Wren would have known 

the Reliquiae Wottonianae which his father would have wanted to 

read. The first reference to the annotated copy of Wotton’s treatise 

appeared in the Parentalia, the collection of Sir Christopher Wren’s 

writings published by his son in 1750.243 In Parentalia the author 

referred to Dean Wren’s notes on his invention of the ‘serpentine’; 

a way of “disposing the Current of a River to a mighty Length in a 

little Space […] a Form admirable conveying the Current in 

circular, and yet contrary motions, upon one and the same Level, 

with Walks and Retirements between them, to the Advantage of all 

Purposes”.244 Kerry Downes referred in The Architecture of Wren 

(1988) to an early publication of Sir Lawrence Weaver who 
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analysed the annotated edition in his book from 1923.245 Weaver 

wrongly assumed the notes were made by Sir Christopher and not 

his father Dean Wren, but his description of the notes is valuable in 

any case. Dean Wren noted in the margin where Wotton described 

the best way of designing staircases, how important it was to get the 

width of the steps right, because “for if a step exceed twelve 

[inches], those who have but short [legs] must tread twice upon the 

same step”.246 Wren made a note on the practical use of chimneys 

and loggias before commenting on Lord Exeter’s house in 

Wimbledon that it “offends” at the point where Wotton stated that 

the use of colour on the exterior of houses “have more delight than 

dignity” in them.247 In regards to church architecture Wotton made 

the comment that churches should not be too light, as the light 

would distract the worshipper. Here Dean Wren commented on the 

old Gothic Christ Church that it was, in Weaver’s words, 

“practically nothing but window, and was fitter for a stage than for 

a church, although for the kind of building it is a thorough piece of 

work”.248 We will see that the unidentified R.T. would pick up on 

Wotton’s recommendation of keeping churches relatively dark as 

well and the Gothic tradition of large windows in churches would 

then completely disappear in the seventeenth century. Wren and 

later his pupil Hawksmoor used the shape of small windows as a 

design element. The sea of light in Gothic churches was replaced by 

a play of light in churches such as St. Stephen Walbrook and 

Hawksmoor’s St. Mary Woolnoth. Ironically however, it can almost 

be called theatrical. 
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Wren’s fifty-two London churches were in design neither 

a reflection of his High Church upbringing, nor a Puritan ‘auditory’ 

alone, but a mix in which all these apparently contradicting parts of 

the Anglican service were brought together. In his letter to his 

fellow commissioners he discussed the situation of the pulpit, the 

proportions of a church (“the poor may have room enough […] for 

to them equally is the Gospel preach’d”), and how to obtain sites 

for building the new churches. Besides this Wren noted the 

importance of the visual situation of a church. Here he emphasised 

the value of appearance. Not only should fronts which lie open in 

view be aptly adorned, but spires or lanterns (here he refers to his 

own examples already to be seen throughout London) are to be 

added in order to be an ornament to the city itself.  

 In his recommendations Wren stressed the practical 

matters of building churches for the commissioners. It might seem, 

therefore, that the relation between the beholder and the building, 

the nature of the building and the experience of a visitor to the 

church seem to have played a small part in Wren’s remarks. He 

only insisted on an open aspect in front of the church, and the 

building of towers at every church site. However, his definition of 

the causes of beauty in his ‘Tracts’ on architecture displays his 

awareness of contemporary issues on empirism.249 And in his 

discussions with his Royal Society friend Dr. Robert Hooke (1635–

1703), Professor of Mathematics at Gresham College, it appeared 

that he was actively interested in the reconstruction of ancient 

monuments.250 A lesser-known passage in his description of the 

Temple of Peace, which is now identified as the Basilica of 
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Maxentius and Constantine in Rome (begun 307-12, finished after 

312 A.D.) proves his high awareness of the role of the beholder 

very clearly: 

But shall I accuse Antiquity for want of Skill 

in Opticks, of which every where it shews 

such admirable Proofs? Since particularly 

here the Architect hath given great 

Testimony of it in the Contrivance of his 

Cornice, wherein he hath left out the Corona, 

or Hangin-square, by an unusal Example. 

The Corona seems an essential Part in all 

Cornices, as that which gives Denomination 

to the whole, and is necessary to the Beauty 

of a Cornice; because, by its Projecture, it 

shadows all the lower Members, receiving 

upon its plane Surface a terse Light from 

above; this gives the Eminence and distinct 

Appearance which we see in the Parts of a 

Cornice at distance; but the Artist here 

ingeniously apprehending that his Lights in 

this Fabrick stood level with his Cornice, and 

therefore it would want the Effect for which 

it is used, and that the Hanging-face of it 

would be fore shortened to nothing, to the 

Eye which beholds it from beneath, wisely 

left out this Member, which, if these optical 

Reasons did not prevail, would never have 

been used, since of all Members,  this is that 
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which most loads the Cornice, and makes us, 

for want of Stones of such Vastness, and 

Money to move them, despair, in these Days, 

of coming near the Greatness of such a Pillar 

and Entablement as is here used, where the 

Projecture of the Cornice is near 5 Feet.251 

He continued: 

It was not therefore Unskilfulness in the 

Architect that made him chuse this flat kind 

of Aspect for his Temple, it was his Wit and 

Judgment. Each Deity had a peculiar 

Gesture, Face, and Dress hieroglyphically 

proper to it; as their Stories were but Moral 

involved: and not only their Altars and 

Sacrifices were mystical, but the very Forms 

of their Temples. No language, no Poetry can 

so describe Peace, and the Effects of it in 

Men’s Minds, as the Design of this Temple 

naturally paints it, without any Affectations 

of the Allegory. It is easy of Access, and 

open, carries an humble Front, but embraces 

wide, is luminous and pleasant, and content 

with an internal Greatness, despises an 

invidious Appearance of all that Height it 

might otherwise boast of, but rather 
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fortifying itself on every Side, rests secure on 

a square and ample basis.252 

The temple here attains an almost human character. Its “humble 

front” provides some ‘easy access’, it is “luminous and pleasant”, 

has “internal greatness” and “rests secure on a square and ample 

basis”. It is a religious structure, fit to stand in the midst of a city 

because of its features that as described by Wren are parallel to the 

features of religion itself. The poet and divine John Donne (1572–

1631) described the Church of England eloquently as a house in his 

sermons, paralleling it with the state, man and home. He explained 

that  

Buildings stand by the benefit of their 

foundations that susteine and support them, 

and of their butteresses that comprehend and 

embrace them, and of their contignations 

that knit and unite them; The foundations 

suffer them not to sinke, the butteresses 

suffer them not to swerve, and the 

contignations and knitting suffers them not 

to cleave.253 

Using architecture as a metaphor for religion, he also created an 

extended meaning for buildings themselves. Donne was Dean of St. 

Pauls until his death in 1631 and a close friend of Sir Henry Wotton 

with whom he studied in Oxford. Architecture was used by Wotton 

as a metaphor for education and I have shown how he used 

metaphors uniting apparently different things, such as buildings, 

man, the state and God. All these  refer to the same divine order and 
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harmony of God’s principles. Wotton and Donne found similar 

features in different things and so provided these things with a 

meaning that made sense to them. They could rely on the art of 

rhetoric for examples of architectural metaphors, as Quintilian 

already used architecture as an example for the need for order and 

structure in a text or speech.254 In seventeenth-century English 

literature architectural metaphors can been found regularly and this 

alone could make an extensive field of research. The 

‘personalisation’ of architecture by Wren continues the manner of 

speaking about architecture that Wotton and Donne displayed and 

gives us insight into how buildings were considered by Wren to 

interact with the viewer. 

Wren’s description of the effect of the building is highly 

rhetorical in character. Instead of describing the building in a 

Vitruvian manner and analysing plan, structure and architectural 

orders, Wren focused on the visual effect of the building. It is 

interesting to note that Wren had never actually seen the building 

but relied heavily on descriptions and illustrations from, for 

example, Palladio (fig. 44). Wren described how the building must 

have looked to a viewer and applied words usually chosen to 

describe people. It reminds one strongly of how Cicero labelled 

three characteristics of a good orator, which are the same as the 

characteristics of a good citizen. The ideal of the ‘vir civilis’ was 

made explicitly clear in all descriptions of the ideal orator in 

Quintilian or Cicero.255 An ideal orator should have justice, 

fortitude and strength. Longinus emphasized the orator’s character 
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when he noted “sublimity is the echo of a noble mind”.256 

Christopher Wren, who owned various editions of Cicero’s works, 

provided the Temple of Peace with the metaphorical characteristics 

of an orator.257 The temple shows its temperance in its ‘humble 

front’ and its ‘easy access’, it shows its fortitude in its ‘square and 

ample front’ and its justice in its ‘internal greatness’. It is eloquent 

in that “No language, no poetry can so describe Peace, and the 

Effects of it in Men’s Minds, as the Design of this Temple naturally 

paints it”. As we have seen the classical orators such as Quintilian 

and Cicero often stressed the persuasive strength of visual input. 

The ‘tongueless eloquence’ that Henry Wotton ascribed to paintings 

seems to have been applied here to a building: a religious building, 

that, although pagan, can fulfil the requirements for an Anglican 

church that ‘sustains and supports’, ‘comprehends and embraces’ 

and ‘knits and unites’.258 Wren’s description of the Temple of Peace 

displays a similar belief in the power of conveying architectural 

meaning through visual means. Later Wren would use Palladio’s 

reconstruction of the façade of the Temple of Peace in his own 

design for St. Mary le Bow (fig. 71). 

  

The view that a building can be considered in terms of visual 

eloquence and that an artist can use a method of design using 
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rhetorical strategies to touch the beholder is more strongly 

articulated in the second recommendation for the church building 

commission. This recommendation came from the commissioner 

Sir John Vanbrugh.259 

 Vanbrugh’s proposal for building churches has a different 

tone from Wren’s more practical letter. He acknowledged a twofold 

purpose for building churches. One is practical and is concerned 

with the need of the congregation to hear the minister, the 

requirements for pews, and the inconveniences of too much heat or 

cold. But Vanbrugh quickly moved on to his second purpose, which 

is to make all these practical considerations consistent with 

 the utmost Grace that architecture can 

produce, for the Beauty of it; which Grace 

shou’d generally be express’d in a plain but 

Just and Noble Stile, without running into 

those many Divisions and Breaks which 

other buildings for Variety of uses may 

require; or such Gayety of Ornaments as may 

be proper to a luxurious Palace.260  

Vanbrugh is here the first in the commission who as far as we know 

actually expressed a thought on the style of the newly built 

churches. We may consider a “plain but Just and Noble Stile” in the 

context of his earlier designs such as the Goose Pie House from 

1699 and the designs for the much more magnificent buildings of 

Castle Howard and Blenheim Palace. Seaton Delaval was designed 

much later, in 1720. What this ‘plain and noble’ style would mean 

to Vanbrugh leaves plenty of room for speculation. His earlier 
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designs are all for much grander buildings and Vanbrugh’s words 

already show that they could not function as an example. There is 

no proof that Vanbrugh was interested in the early Christian 

Church, but we must assume that he was, as a playwright and a Kit 

Cat member, actively involved in current cultural issues, including 

the interest in church history and religious debate. So Vanbrugh 

recommended building the churches “insulate”. He wrote: “This 

do’s not only give them that Respectfull Distinction & Dignity 

which Churches always ought to have; but it makes the Access to 

them easy, and is a great Security from Fire”.261 Secondly, he 

recommended providing a distance view of the buildings, so that 

the exterior is shown “to the best Advantage”. He added that every 

church should have a portico, not only for its usefulness, but also 

because it is “so solemnly Magnificent”. This solemnity he 

considered to be fundamental to the new church designs since they 

should have “the most Solemn and Awfull Appearance both 

without and within”.262 As one would expect from a playwright-

turned architect, there is a large amount of attention to the effect of 

the building. Just like Wren did not describe the plan, proportions 

and architectural orders in his description of the Temple of Peace, 

and just like Wotton paid more attention to the ethical connotations 

of architecture, so Vanbrugh stressed the visual effect of the city 

churches. He does not refer to the classical architectural orders or 

the proportional scheme. Instead he described the wanted visual 

effect of the buildings. These churches, he wrote, should 

remain Monuments to Posterity of Her 

[Queen Anne] Piety & Grandure And by 
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consequence become Ornaments to the 

Towne, and a Credit to the Nation.263 

What moved Vanbrugh is not necessarily the function of the 

church, but its effect on the people that enter or pass by. Vanbrugh 

used evocative language to make this clear, and again, left it to the 

surveyor, Hawksmoor, to interpret this ‘solemnity’ and ‘awfulness’. 

The close relation between the two architects, though, leaves us 

relatively confident of Hawksmoor’s understanding of Vanbrugh’s 

words. Hawksmoor was supposed to have built churches, which, 

Vanbrugh’s words “have in all Ages, and with all Religions been 

placed in the first Rank. No Expense has ever been thought too 

much for them; Their Magnificence has been esteem’d a pious 

expression of the Peoples great and profound Veneration towards 

their Deitys, And the contemplation of that Magnificence has at the 

same time augmented that Veneration”.264 

 The third recommendation came from the Reverend 

George Hickes and was recently recovered and published by Pierre 

de la Ruffinière du Prey.265 It is a response to Vanbrugh’s letter in 

which Hickes generally agreed with Vanbrugh’s points. Hickes 

added a few points of his own, such as, at the start of his letter, the 

recommendation to follow the plans of early Christian churches. 

These could be found, Hickes wrote, in the writings of Eusebius or 

in Joseph Bingham Origines Ecclesiasticae, or The Antiquities of 

the Christian Church (1708-22), of which the third part considers 

early Christian architecture. This third volume was published in 
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1711, the year the Church Act Commission was set up.266 The 

recommendations of Hickes further described the location of the 

font, the raising of the chancel and he expanded on Vanbrugh’s 

problem with pews. Hickes strongly advised to separate men and 

women in church, following the early Christians, which are “the 

most ancient: so it is most fit to be imitated”.267  

 Even though the minutes of the commission’s meetings 

never mention Hickes, his influence is clear in the guidelines that 

the commission drew up in 1712.268 These guidelines followed his 

recommendations closely and prescribed one general design for all 

the intended churches. It advised towers or steeples, an insular 

situation, proximity of the minister’s houses, two small rooms at the 

east end of each church for the vestments and other consecrated 

things, a large room at the west end for parish business, large fonts, 

single pews of equal height, moveable forms on seats, a raised 

chancel, and a portico.269 The churches that were built did all get 

their towers, but not all of them could be built in an insular way. 

The recommendation of Hickes to follow early Christian church 

plans was not followed by Hawksmoor or any of the other 

surveyors. It seemed that the complex requirements of an early 

eighteenth century Anglican Church could not be fitted into an 

early Christian church plan. Wren’s ‘auditory’, Hickes’ raised 

chancel and sufficiently large font to baptize provided problems 

that could not be solved easily. 

Many of the commissioners were divines actively 

interested in and writing on early Christianity. Their writings 
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displayed an emphasis on the religious experience of a worshipper 

in a church which was carefully staged in order to persuade him or 

her of the church’s piety and its patron’s status. Three written 

recommendations for the Church Act Commission are known to us 

so far and they, again, emphasized the important role of early 

Christianity (Hickes) and the visual effect of a church (Wren and 

Vanbrugh). The authors of the recommendations wanted the 

surveyor, which was Nicholas Hawksmoor, to design and carefully 

stage London’s fifty new city churches. 

II. HAWKSMOOR: LEARNING, WRITINGS AND BUILDINGS. 

II.1. Learning 

Hawksmoor found himself in a unique situation when he was taken 

on by Sir Christopher Wren as his pupil and later assistant in the 

early 1680s. Only John Webb preceded him in receiving such an 

education as an architect, when he became the pupil of Inigo Jones 

earlier in the century. The more common way to become an 

architect, which is a modern term and was not yet much used in the 

seventeenth century, was by practical instruction in a workshop to 

become a master mason, or as an amateur gentleman who would be 

self-taught with the help of books. Kerry Downes called 

Hawksmoor and Webb two of the best trained English architects of 

the seventeenth century.270 Both Wren and Jones, but also 

Vanbrugh, came from different professions. Hawksmoor was 
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introduced into Wren’s workshop as a pupil at the young age of 

eighteen and would not leave the profession until his death in 1736. 

Working with Wren and being close to Wren’s friends and 

associates provided Hawksmoor with the best possible education on 

architecture and the other sciences. Wren’s interest in ancient 

structures and antique sources must have had a large influence on 

Hawksmoor. Hawksmoor’s library and his collections of prints and 

paintings display wide-ranging interests, but with an emphasis on 

antique texts and ancient and modern architecture. After his death 

up to 28 sketches and drawings of reconstructions of the Tomb of 

the Etruscan king Lars Porsenna were found in his estate. Wren and 

Hooke were actively studying the tomb from descriptions in Pliny 

and Wren added a description of it (based on Pliny) in his 

Discourses on Architecture. Hawksmoor obviously picked up on 

this debate as his 28 studies prove.271  

Hawksmoor’s library reflects not only his own interests 

but also that of his master in large parts. There is a huge variety of 

subjects, but the main corpus is made up of architectural treatises 

and publications. Hawksmoor owned many of the current 

architectural treatises, such as two editions of Alberti (one Italian 

edition from 1565 and the 1726 English Leoni edition), Palladio, 

Vitruvius (the Barbaro and Perrault editions), Scamozzi, and Serlio. 

More recent publications include John Evelyn’s A Parallel of the 

Ancient Architecture with the Modern of which he owned the 1663 

and the 1707 edition.272  

Wren’s library must have been partly or completely 

available to Hawksmoor and included many publications on the 

early Christians, such as the 1606 edition of Joseph Justus 
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Scaliger’s Thesaurus Temporum, which consisted of the second 

(and till then lost) book of Eusebius’s Ecclesiastical History.273 

Other relevant titles in Wren’s collection were the travels of Wheler 

and Spon, Evelyn’s Parallel (1707 edition); Alberti and Junius’ De 

Pictura Veterum were all present. Wren’s father owned and 

annotated a copy of Wotton’s The Elements of Architecture. 

Rhetorical treatises were represented in various editions of the 

works of Cicero.274  

Hawksmoor’s interest in ancient structures is a recurrent 

theme in his works. Not only were they important sources for his 

London church designs; they were also at the basis of his 

illustrations added to Henry Maundrell’s book A Journey from 

Aleppo to Jerusalem at Easter, A.D. 1697, where Maundrell 

described his travels.275 A reconstruction of the Temple of Bacchus 

at Baalbeck and Jones’s church at Covent Garden in London were 

published in the third edition of 1714. Hawksmoor’s reconstruction 

of the Bacchus temple was based on Jean Marot’s study in Le 

Grand Oeuvre d’Architecture de Jean Marot (c. 1665), who 

considered it a Greek structure.276 Since Hawksmoor never 

travelled outside England himself, he had to rely on published 

sources. His interest in ancient Greek architecture became very 

clear in his design for the ‘Basilica after the primitive Christians’. 

Pierre de la Ruffinière du Prey devoted a valuable article in the 

Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians to this design.277 

This design, originally intended for a site at Bethnal Green in 
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London, was never executed. It displays a plan for a church with 

many written notes and comments around it. Hawksmoor titled it 

the ‘Basilica after the primitive Christians’ at the bottom of the 

sheet and explained the “manner of Building the Church – As it was 

in ye fourth Century in ye purest times of Christianity”.278 

Du Prey’s article appeared in 1989 and although his book 

Hawksmoor’s London Churches (2000) has been published since, 

his article remains the most profound in-depth analysis of 

Hawksmoor’s design. Du Prey analysed the background of the 

Church Act Commission and its main characters, such as Atterbury 

and Hickes. He made the connection between Hawksmoor’s plan 

for a site at Bethnal Green in London, and the contemporary 

publications on early Christianity. Hawksmoor’s plan was never 

executed and the site at Bethnal Green never acquired, but the 

Basilica after the Primitive Christians was an early design (probably 

before December 1711 but no later than 23 July 1712) and might 

have functioned as a model for later designs.279 Du Prey suggested 

that Hawksmoor’s use of the term basilica was related to Joseph 

Bingham’s explanation of the term as a generic term for any 

church.280 Bingham, as we have seen, was one of Hickes main 

sources for his recommendation for the commission, and Du Prey 

points out the convenient date of Bingham’s publications of the 

third volume of his Origines Ecclesiasticae in 1711, which dealt 

primarily with church architecture.281 Bingham’s plate of an early 

Christian church can be traced back to a drawing by William 

Beveridge. Du Prey rightly concluded that “Hawksmoor’s concept 
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of primitive Christianity, far from being new, reflected a theological 

touchstone of the period”.282 He also concluded that it “prove[d] 

beyond doubt that Hawksmoor’s primitivism was part of a 

pervasive rhetorical practice to invoke the early church for 

inspiration”.283 The actual rhetorical practice at work in 

Hawksmoor’s designs was not analysed by Du Prey, but he 

provided some starting points for further research.  

II.2. Writings 

Hawksmoor’s surviving writings consist mainly of his letters to 

various patrons. For the city churches not many letters or other 

writings have been left. The correspondence between Hawksmoor 

and Lord Carlisle, who commissioned him to build Castle Howard 

with Sir John Vanbrugh, and the correspondence between 

Hawksmoor and Dr. George Clarke (1661 – 1736), Fellow of All 

Souls’ College in Oxford, amateur architect and an important 

patron for Hawksmoor in Oxford, are the most illuminating on 

Hawksmoor’s ideas on architecture. Clarke was involved in the 

schemes for Oxford, especially the designs for All Souls College 

that Hawksmoor explained to him in his famous letter on the origins 

of the Gothic style, which will be analysed in chapter III.284 In 

Hawksmoor’s writings one particular theme comes forward.285 It is 

summarized in the letter to Lord Carlisle where Hawksmoor 

comments on a design by Vanbrugh. He wrote: 
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What Sr. John proposes is very well, and 

founded upon ye Rules of ye Ancients I 

mean upon Strong Reason and good fancy, 

Joyn’d with experience and tryalls, so that 

we are assured of ye good effect of it, and 

that’s what we mean by following ye 

Antients, if we contrive or invent otherways, 

we doe but dress things in Masquerade 

which only pleases the Idle part of mankind, 

for a short time.286 

Educated by Sir Christopher Wren, Hawksmoor emphasized the 

importance of reason, and the method of trial and error and 

empirical observation, which at the time of writing was quite 

new.287 Hawksmoor’s drawings display a similar attention to trial 

and error. 

Anthony Geraghty has already pointed out the 

extraordinary quality of Hawksmoor’s drawing skills.288 These can 

be seen in his work for Wren as well as in the designs for the city 

churches for the 1711 Act. Unlike Wren, Hawksmoor started his 

drawings and sketches with pencil and wash and only added the ink 

outlines of his designs later.289 This already suggests the importance 

Hawksmoor applied to the visual and 3-dimensional appearance of 

his buildings. This came first in his design, rather than the 

‘harmony in geometry’ that Wren recommended.290 The drawings 
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for St. Anne Limehouse, for instance, include one in particular 

where the bell tower is depicted in wash and pencil only, and where 

we can thus see the first stages of his designing process (fig. 18). 

The ink washes suggest the visual effect of the tower and not the 

architectural detailing. We can only see light and shadow in this 

drawing and hence it displays how the tower would be viewed by 

the viewer who might be unable to see architectural details from a 

distance. In other drawings cross-hatching was used to suggest 

shadows, or the attachment of a paper flap with an alternative 

design was added (figs. 19, 20). In another drawing for St. Anne, 

Hawksmoor changed the perspective half way through the drawing, 

in order to try the visual effect of the east end in perspective (fig. 

21). In this we can see that he followed his own statement on 

method and drew with “experience and tryalls so that we are 

assured of ye good effect of it”.291 He sketched elements within a 

larger design, only to see if they would fit his overall idea. A 

striking characteristic in Hawksmoor’s design drawings is the stark 

use of light and shade. His designs for Christ Church show very 

plain façades with darkly shaded windows (fig. 22). It provides a 

picture of strong contrast. Instead of being concerned with classical 

geometrical composition, Hawksmoor considered his designs in the 

pictorial qualities of light and shade, contrast and effect. All this 

was in the service of the effect of the building on the onlooker. 

Without careful research of various ideas and their effects, without 

the balance between reason and imagination, Hawksmoor argues, 

the effect will be cheap and the end results would be a 

“Masquerade”. Hawksmoor did not aim to build simple stage sets; 

he did not want to use theatrical attributes to ‘speak’ to his 
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audience. He explained his high-reaching goals for his architecture 

very well in his remarks from 1728 on the designs for Greenwich 

hospital. There he claimed that architecture can do more than 

simply provide a roof over people’s heads. Hawksmoor wrote in his 

text on Greenwich 

The great Men of the World heretofore, to 

perpetuate their own Memories, and their 

great Actions, among other Things had 

recourse to the liberal Arts; particularly to 

that of Architecture; sometimes by erecting 

useful Structures for the Good and Benefit of 

Mankind, and sometimes for  their Grandeur 

only. Such as the Pyramides, the 

Monumental Pillar of Trajan, the great Tomb 

of Porsenna King of Tuscany, and infinite 

others.292 

Architecture can do more than use emblems and other ‘signs’ to tell 

a story about its owners or its use. Echoing Wren, he stressed that 

architecture is capable of representation. It can represent great 

actions, done by great leaders, and it can be erected for the grandeur 

of its patron, the grandeur of religion or the grandeur of the city it 

stands in, the country it inhabits. Wren wrote in his first Tract on 

architecture (started in the 1670s) that  

Architecture has its political Use; publick 

Buildings being the Ornament of a Country; 

it establishes a Nation, draws People and 

Commerce; makes the People love their 
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native Country, which Passion is the 

Original of all great Actions in a Common-

Wealth.293 

The visual effect that Hawksmoor was analysing in his drawings 

and designs appears not to have been aimed at as a goal in itself. 

Buildings can suggest mental or moral connotations in the mind of 

the onlooker. The ancient Romans and Greeks were, according to 

Hawksmoor, masters in doing this. On the buildings of Rome and 

their effects, Hawksmoor commented 

for tho’ there are many Devices to draw in 

Foreigners, yet their admirable and 

stupendous Buildings have no small Share in 

captivating the Attention of Strangers, to the 

great Advantage of the Inhabitants, and 

greatly owing to the Encouragement of Arts 

and Architecture, for their (so many) 

eminent Fabricks.294 

Architecture was more than just a roof carried by four walls. It 

could speak. Hawksmoor obviously believed in the rhetorical 

powers of architecture. He did not reconstruct the buildings of early 

Christianity. Times had changed and the same visual language 

would not recreate the same effects thirteen centuries later. As we 

have seen, ancient texts, such as written by Eusebius, were studied 

and modern interpretations were published by clergymen as Wheler 

and Bingham. Like R.T. in the early seventeenth century, they 

focused on the character and not the style of the ancient churches. 

The experience of church- goers and the effect of that roof-carried-
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by-four-walls were studied, and not the four walls and roof itself. 

Stylistic details in the carving of capitals in the architectural orders 

were considered of secondary importance, as long as the wanted 

effect was created. Hawksmoor worked with the classical orders in 

a similar manner. When the order was important - which means: 

when it could add to the evocative qualities of the building - the 

capitals were placed and designed carefully. But in other places in 

his churches, the capitals of his columns and pilasters disappeared.  

Antique structures and early Christian churches functioned 

as examples for modern churches. Hawksmoor referred to the 

Temple of Peace (so extensively described by Wren) and the 

Pantheon as early Roman temples in his letter to the Dean of 

Westminster in 1734-35: 

The primitive Christians, wanted Churches, 

they wou’d not, or cou’d not make use of the 

Temples of the Gentiles, how cou’d they? For 

the Cells of their Temples, were small and 

dark. Where the (Tabernacle) or Idol stood 

inshrin’d (as at Ephesus) and none came 

there but the preists to burn Incence. 

Indeed there were some Temples of other 

forms, capacious enough, as at Rome the 

Temple of Peace, the Pantheon and others, 

but most of them were either demollish’d or 

the Christians then esteemd ‘em prophane.295 
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II.3. Buildings 

Hawksmoor designed and built six churches for the Church Act 

Commission of 1711. I will describe and analyse each of these in 

the following paragraphs. Hawksmoor tried to conform to the 

commission’s guidelines in each church, but the local 

circumstances of each church prevented him from doing so on 

many occasions. Two themes will structure this analysis of 

Hawksmoor’s city churches. In St. George Bloomsbury, St. 

Alphege Greenwich, St. Mary Woolnoth and St. George in the East, 

there were significant problems with the required east – west 

orientation. Hawksmoor solved this differently in each case. St. 

George in the East displays an interesting use of classical quotes 

which illustrates Hawksmoor’s love for antiquity. Lastly, St. Anne 

Limehouse and Christ Church create some intriguing visual effects 

for the viewer which I will try to analyse. All church designs stress 

Hawksmoor’s attention to the visual effect of the building on the 

onlooker. 

II.3.a. Orientation 

St. George Bloomsbury 

The site for St. George Bloomsbury (began 1716 - 1727) was a 

typically central London plot; small and surrounded by houses on 

the east and west side. On the south side it borders Bloomsbury 

Way and the north side is on Little Russell Street. It is close by the 

British Museum. It was a narrow plot with hardly any space to 

expand. The east-west orientation that the commission required in 

every church was achieved by Hawksmoor for St. George. 

However, the long and narrow site made it more logical to create a 

north-south axis in the building or a centralized building shape (fig. 
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23). Hawksmoor, however, designed and built the east – west 

orientated church. 

Hawksmoor’s east-west oriented plan situated the chancel 

in the east end - as required. But only fifty years after St. George 

was built, it was moved to the north side, where it subsequently 

remained until today (fig. 24). It made sense to replace the chancel, 

because the plan is wider than it is long. The entrance was placed in 

the west side, but another and grander entrance was created on the 

south side. It is framed by a large portico with steps leading up to it. 

This entrance became the most important entrance and the altar at 

the north-end functioned well in this new lay-out. 

The main body of the church is a cube which runs higher 

than the aisles. Windows provided top lighting in the clerestory all 

around this central space. On either side of the nave are two aisles, 

screened off from the nave by paired columns, carrying a broken 

entablature and arched screen walls. The original east end chancel 

was only slightly raised and placed in a semicircular apse, topped 

with a semicircular dome and decorated with gold leaf mouldings. 

The paired columns, broken entablature and arched walls that 

screen off the central nave from the surrounding spaces was a motif 

that Hawksmoor tried before in the dining hall of Blenheim Palace. 

The columns carry Corinthian capitals. The windows were kept 

plain but the rich golden decorations of the entablature, capitals and 

the geometrical squared mouldings of the ceiling provide the 

interior with a luxurious atmosphere, fitting in with the location in a 

wealthy central London area (fig. 25).  

The problems with the east-west orientation are felt 

strongly in the interior. When a visitor entered via the west door 

(now closed), the wideness of the space must have seemed strange 

and the distance to the chancel in the east end was unusually short. 
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When entering the church via the grand portico on Bloomsbury 

Way, the church-goer has to make a unusual right-turn to face the 

east-end chancel and the initial grand entry is transformed in the 

experience of  a side-door entry as soon as the visitor steps inside 

the nave. This was the only church where the orientation problems 

were so explicit and not totally overcome by Hawksmoor’s design. 

The conflict between the requirement of the  east  - west orientation  

and the visual and religious experience of the visitor entering the 

church and approaching the altar via the main entrance on 

Bloomsbury Way has not been solved.296 

 

St. Alphege Greenwich 

St. Alphege in Greenwich (1712 – 1714) displays similar 

orientation problems, even though here the church could be built on 

a east-west axis without problems. But the east end of St. Alphege 

faces the street and the village centre, and therefore Hawksmoor 

decorated this front with a Doric portico. He also placed two doors 

out of sight in this portico. However, the main entrance was, as was 

more common, created in the west side underneath the tower. 

Again, the ideal orientation, and hence the perfectly staged 

architectural experience for the visitor was not possible because of 

the geographical circumstances of the site. 

St. Alphege has a rectangular plan, but in the interior the 

ceiling received an oval moulding, which creates a more centralised 

experience of the church interior for the visitor (fig. 26). The 

chancel is placed in an arched apse with decorational giant 

Corinthian columns and a row of smaller Corinthian columns 

carrying an entablature and the main eastern window above (fig. 
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27). The exterior shows Doric pilasters all round the building and a 

more elaborately decorated tower. Hawksmoor’s initial designs 

were changed on John James’s suggestions and the tower was 

probably designed completely by James.  

The request of the parishioners of St. Alphege for a new 

church was the instigation of the building act of 1711. The design, 

even though not completely Hawksmoor’s, showed the importance 

the commission attached to their guidelines, such as the east-west 

orientation and the tower. The longitudinal church has, in a way, 

two façades though, as besides the west façade there was an east 

façade on the main street. Hawksmoor created the required east-

west orientation, and he situated the chancel in the east-end. But he 

compromised in the design for St. Alphege as he also conformed to 

the existing village situation and designed an elaborate east 

elevation that gives the impression of a front façade. Hawksmoor 

proved unwilling to provide the parishioners with a main street 

elevation looking like the back of the building. The same 

unwillingness we can find in the designs for St. George 

Bloomsbury with its south facing portico and in St. Anne 

Limehouse, where the east end received substantial decoration. 

 

St. Mary Woolnoth 

St. Mary Woolnoth (1716 – 1727) is located in the middle of the 

city of London, close to the Bank of England. Here, as with St. 

George Bloomsbury, space was limited and the church was 

bordered on three sides by streets and backed by buildings. The 

south wall has five bays with deeply recessed windows, while the 

north wall has only heavily rusticated niches which recall  the 

arched structures Hawksmoor designed for Blenheim’s gates (fig. 

28). The west and entrance façade is a powerful block of sculptural 
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qualities, divided in three parts or layers (fig. 29). The lowest part is 

a very plain, but heavily rusticated entrance, with a semicircular 

window above the door. A strongly articulated cornice carries an 

attic and an shallow rectangular block with paired Composite 

pilasters on the front and back. Two little square towers crown the 

composition, decorated with Serliana windows and a balustrade. 

St. Mary Woolnoth’s plan is a perfect square with three 

fluted Corinthian columns in each corner carrying the entablature 

(fig. 30). Semicircular top lights create an airy atmosphere in the 

clerestory (fig. 31). The columns form a cube that is the nave which 

rises higher than the neighbouring spaces. Two arches open up the 

square plan towards the chancel and the entrance porch. The design 

shows a neat solution for such a limited space in a rich part of 

London. But what it could not provide in such a limited space is a 

‘delay’ in the approach to the altar, and avoid a central focus on the 

altar. The fact that the altar is in an unlit apse at the east end makes 

up for this, as the flood of light from the top lights makes the main 

body of the church, where the parishioners sit and listen to the 

sermon, the main focus of the building. 

In John Summerson’s Georgian London an axonometric 

view of St. Mary Woolnoth is shown, which is reprinted in Du 

Prey’s book on Hawksmoor’s churches (fig. 32).297 Summerson 

summarized Hawksmoor’s six designs for the London churches into 

one similar plan structure; a square within a square. And as with 

any “successful classical building much – almost everything- is to 

be learnt from a study of the plans”.298 St. Mary Woolnoth seems to 

be the best example of this principle and was subsequently drawn in 
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three dimensions showing the perfect geometrical character of the 

church.  

Summerson did find that the other Hawksmoor churches 

were faithful to the square-within-a-square principle, but that there 

was a consistent conflict. The Anglican faith did not require a 

centralized space, but a more elongated one, where the visitor can 

be led towards the altar slowly, and where not one, but multiple 

points of focus exist. Hawksmoor thus created a east-west axis and 

the square-within-square became rectangular. Summerson labelled 

this the Gothic-Classic conflict.299 This conflict lived on in many 

architectural historians’ writing on Hawksmoor after Summerson, 

as the debate on the Gothic characteristics versus the classical 

characteristics of Hawksmoor’s churches developed further.300 

Timothy Rub wrote in his article ‘A most solemn and awful 

Appearance: Nicholas Hawksmoor’s East London Churches’ 

(1981-82) that Hawksmoor’s towers were “Gothic in spirit, but the 

result is classical”, and “the odd gothic/classic hybrid of the 

lanterns of St. Anne and St. George in the East, or, at the latter, the 

peculiar frames of aisle windows and crypt doors, with their blocky 

pendants and oversize keystones, seem to have been selected more 

for their value as symbolic images than for their capacity to 

function together in a harmonious whole”.301 I believe that we 

should not analyse these buildings with the restricting concept of 

Gothic and Classical since we can conclude, when looking at the 

buildings, that they fit in neither or both. Also, Rub refers to the 

symbolical value of the stylistic features, where he should have, in 

                                                 
299 Summerson (1978), p. 87. 
300 Rub (1981-1982), p. 22; Downes (1996), p. 121; Worsley 
(1995), chapter IV. 
301 Rub (1981-1982, p. 21. 
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my opinion, referred to the associational value of the stylistic 

features. The recommendations to the commission do not refer to 

any symbolic langue to use, but do refer to visual association and 

effect, which for example Vanbrugh expressed as “their 

magnificence has been esteem’d a pious expression of the People’s 

great and profound Veneration towards their Deitys”. The required 

east – west orientation was not only an early Christian traditional 

way of worshipping but, as we have seen in the writings of the 

anonymous R.T., a manner of providing the visitor with a carefully 

staged experience. The conflict, then, is not between a Gothic 

longitudinal plan and classical centralised plan, but between the 

requirements of the commission for an early Christian inspired 

longitudinal church and the geographical limitations the sites 

provided. It seems more likely that not one of the six Hawksmoor 

churches succeeded in the classical principles of geometry, but that 

St. Mary Woolnoth was the odd one out. The centralised space was 

never a requirement from the commission, and St. Mary Woolnoth 

for that reason cannot be considered ideal. Its cramped situation in 

the busy city centre underlines this. An east-west axis was required 

by the commission and the elongated plan of the other Hawksmoor 

churches seem therefore more fitting to the requirements of the 

commissioners and designs of the architect.  

St. George Bloomsbury, St. Mary Woolnoth and St. 

Alphege all created problems for the architect as their sites were 

surrounded by buildings and roads. But St. George Bloomsbury 

proves how important the orientation was found to be. An earlier 

plan for St. George displays an oval plan which, as in the final 

design, is wider than long. But even here Hawksmoor did not 

choose to use the centralized plan, which could have fitted the 

limited space so well. The east-west orientation was the main focus 
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of the church, as were the various functions inside the church, such 

as the reading of the sermon and the communion. Centralised 

spaces were not suitable and hence only used once, in St. Mary 

Woolnoth when there was no other way. 

 

St. George in the East 

St. George in the East (began 1714 - 1734) was built in Wapping at 

the same time as St. Anne in Limehouse. The site on which St. 

George was to be built was open to the east and north sides, but 

lined with houses at the south and west sides. The bombings in the 

Second World War levelled these houses and the building is now 

completely free-standing. The plan of St. George again has an east-

west orientation and is rectangular in shape (fig. 33). In the corners 

of the nave are four giant columns. The west side incorporates the 

main entrance, while on the north and south sides staircases lead to 

the galleries. The altar was placed in the east side, inside an apse 

(fig. 34). 

The giant Doric columns in the interior carry square corner 

friezes that support the groin vault of the ceiling. The plan 

resembles Hawksmoor’s earlier plan for a ‘Basilica after the 

Primitive Christians’, which was submitted to the commission as a 

plan for the site at Bethnal Green, a site that was later to be rejected 

(fig. 35).  

The familiar conflict between a centralised and a 

longitudinal plan can also be noted in St. George in the East. 

Downes noted the use of a Greek cross within a rectangular plan in 

his monograph on Hawksmoor.302  He also noted the upward 

movement of the exterior tower design, which so bluntly breaks the 

                                                 
302 Downes (1996), pp. 121, 125. 
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classical pediment (fig. 36 and 37).303 But the juxtaposition of 

Gothic and classical elements does not provide any parameters for 

the interpretation of these churches. The façade of the tower is 

composed out of classical elements, which is most evident at the 

ground level where paired Ionic pilasters are placed on either side 

of the entrance door. Higher in the tower design the pilasters are 

transformed into completely blank stone blocks with no decoration 

or capitals. The design of the belfry is based on an earlier design for 

St. Alphege and topped with ornaments that remind us of roman 

altars (fig. 37). This antique funeral vocabulary can be found on 

many of Hawksmoor’s London churches and Vaughan Hart 

eloquently described these in his book on Hawksmoor of 2002 as 

forming a ‘garden of remembrance’.304 Early designs for St. George 

show the use of obelisks at the west façade and a stepped pyramidal 

shape for the roof (fig. 19). Architectural historians have made 

references to Hagia Sophia, as the semicircular east end apse and 

groin vault make these associations likely.305 Among the churches 

built by Hawksmoor St. George in the east is one of the most 

difficult to understand. The ‘pepper pots’ (so called by Kerry 

Downes) on top of the staircases leading to the galleries provide an 

unusual and lively roofline (fig. 38). The sculptural use of giant 

keystones above the doors is one of the most recognizable features 

of Hawksmoor’s architecture in general and applied here in St. 

George in a manner that inspires awe. 

Visuality seems to have been a more important design 

factor than Gothic or classical style considerations. The experience 

of the visitor to the church was the main reason why, at St. George 
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Bloomsbury, the orientation was changed to a north – south axis 

and why at St. Alphege the church received two main façades. St. 

Mary Woolnoth and St. George in the East are interesting but 

difficult cases as the antique architectural quotes are difficult to 

interpret. St. Mary is the only church with a centralised plan and 

was the cause of the invention of the so-called Gothic – classic 

conflict. It seemed to fulfill some ideal of a classical centralised 

church, but, in fact, it was the only church where Hawksmoor had 

to compromise greatly in the design of the plan because the site in 

the centre of London left him no choice. In all these designs it is not 

a Vitruvian interpretation that focuses on plans and orders that can 

help to understand these churches, but a more rhetorical approach 

where the relationship between the viewer and the building is 

analysed. 

II.3.b. Screening 

St. Anne Limehouse 

The plan of St. Anne Limehouse (founded 1714 - 1724) is not much 

different from the other church plans, except that it is slightly 

simpler (fig. 39). Again, it is made up out of a rectangular shape 

with four giant columns creating the main central nave. The east 

end has a lower ceiling than the nave and is raised by two steps. A 

Palladian window in the east end throws light on the altar. The four 

giant Composite columns in the nave carry corner entablatures 

which support the ceiling. The ceiling has received a circular 

moulding which emphasizes the centralised character of the nave in 

the visitor’s experience (fig. 40). The entrance is reached from the 

triangular staircase leading towards a circular domed porch, which 

is set half within and half outside the front elevation. A set of stairs 
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on the north and south side of the building each lead to staircases 

for the interior galleries. The west façade carries the tower. 

The west elevation consists of three bays of which the 

central one includes the entrance (fig. 41). The entrance is reached 

by steps. In each of the side bays a window is placed with a 

semicircular window above. An attic crowns each side bay. The 

tower rises from the central bay and consists of a Palladian window, 

surrounded by clustered Doric squared pilasters. A relatively plain 

block is placed on top. The church clock is a later addition. The 

turret consists out of a star-shaped plan with square coupled 

pilasters carrying a square crowning block which is decorated with 

four lanterns on each corner. The back elevation of the tower has 

the same design, but the sides lack the Palladian windows. The attic 

receives a little temple front motif at the north and south elevations. 

The north and south elevations are identical (fig. 42). They 

consist of seven bays plus a larger bay which is part of the west 

façade. This larger bay has a doorway with an entrance leading to 

the galleries inside. Stairs lead up to the door. The corners of this 

bay are rusticated, separating it from the rest of the elevation, and 

creating a visual link with the west façade. Five of the seven bays 

of the side elevations jump forward. This then looks like the main 

nave, while the receding first and last bays seem to function as 

connecting bays towards the entrance façade and the east end. The 

side elevations are kept very plain, with simple windows on three 

levels with only a plain windowsill as decoration. 

The east façade, as was noted earlier, is decorated 

extensively (fig. 43). The middle bay steps forward and has a large 

Palladian window surrounded by squared Doric pilasters. The two 

side bays are very plain and decorated in the same way as the side 

elevation, with plain windows. The corners are rusticated. Two 
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cubes top the east elevation which were initially intended to 

function as pedestals for little pyramids, or as another trial design 

by Hawksmoor suggests, little domes (fig. 20). In between the 

cubes a statue of Queen Anne was planned, but this was never 

executed. 

The church is free standing, but surrounded, especially at 

the west and east side, by narrow streets lined with buildings. The 

east – west orientation that the Commission required is maintained, 

although for some reason, so far unexplained, the church seems to 

have been turned, since the east elevation gives, as in St. Alphege, 

the impression of the main entrance and the west elevation, with its 

semicircular entrance, the impression of the east end with an apse. 

This has been noted earlier by Timothy Rub, but not explained.306 

In St. Alphege, the east elevation was facing the main street and for 

that reason the east elevation was treated as a main façade. At St. 

George Bloomsbury a similar design decision was made with the 

attachment of a giant entrance portico at the south side. Here, at St. 

Anne the east elevation could be seen from the street, and this can 

be considered as reason to decorate the elevation more elaborately. 

But the west end, with its entrance apse, gives the impression that 

there is an interior chancel, such as built at the east end of St. 

George in the East. The designs of Elizabethan parish churches 

have their towers located at the west end, above the entrance. 

Wren’s city churches followed, as far as that was possible in the 

restricted city sites, the same pattern. Hawksmoor built all his 

churches following this design, with the tower above the west 

entrance. At St. Anne, however, one is reminded of the great 

medieval cathedrals (and St. Paul’s) with their entrance façade with 
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(often) double small towers and the main tower located above the 

crossing near the east end. 

St. Anne’s west façade consists of three bays. The middle 

bay contains the entrance; the side bays each look like small 

temples, with their fronts on the north and south sides of the church. 

The three bays of the front façade suggest a triple-aisled church, or 

in other words, a traditional nave and aisle church to the onlooker. 

But this suggestion, although strong at the exterior, vanishes when 

entering the church. Here, as well as at the exterior of the side 

elevations, a centralized plan can be detected. St. Anne’s plan 

consists of a rectangular shape with a smaller one inserted. It seems 

a centralized scheme, were it not for the east-west axis of the 

rectangular. The circular moulding of the ceiling also underlines the 

centralized impression of the building’s interior. The exterior side 

elevations suggest a centralized hall-church in the suggested block 

form of the nave, which is emphasized by the receding first and last 

bays.  

The interior of the church was destroyed by a fire in 1850 

but rebuilt (fig. 40). The four giant columns that define the nave do 

not, as was the case in St. George Bloomsbury, dominate the 

interior since they are relatively set far back. The circular moulding 

of the ceiling, however, creates a feeling of a centralised space. 

This is again Hawksmoor’s solution for the ambiguous 

requirements of the Commission. The chancel is at the end of a 

rectangular space and the focus of the visitor entering the building. 

The circular moulding of the ceiling and the giant columns in the 

corners emphasize, at the same time, the equal importance of the 

nave as an important focus of the church. 

When analysing the building, one notices the relative 

separateness of the east and west fronts (fig. 45). The side façades 
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underline this, as the first and last bay serve merely as a connection 

with the east and west fronts. The east and west fronts are both 

wider than the main part of the church, the nave. The result of this 

design is that, when a visitor approaches the building from the west 

(or east) he or she is unable to ‘look around the corner’ towards the 

side fronts. The wide west façade blocks the view, and only if the 

visitor moves quite far towards the right or left can he view the side 

elevations. Of course, this system also applies the other way round: 

when standing in front of the side elevations one cannot see the east 

or west façade, unless one moves considerably, and basically, turns 

the corner. 

In Hawksmoor’s letters this approach to design is 

explained. In a 1734 letter to Carlisle on one of his designs for 

Castle Howard, Hawksmoor explains that  

The south side, and North front of your 

Ldships house cannot be seen together at the 

same Time, nor at any time upon the 

diagonall (or angular view).307  

This could easily be applied to his city churches, where he not only 

worked with views as they were made available by their inner city 

situation, but also created views, and bordered them off with 

screens. He continued his letter to Carlisle 

And it is most certain, that when a machine 

is composed of different parts, Limbs, or 

members, one would not have them, blend 

and melt into one mass, so as not to be able, 

to distinguish ye Noble parts from the 
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inferior, the Basment, from the order, that 

rests upon it.308 

In the design for the tower Hawksmoor seemed to have used a 

similar system. The Palladian window in the lowest part is 

surrounded on all four corners by clustered columns that are moved 

forward, so that again, one cannot ‘look around the corner’. Higher 

up in the tower, Hawksmoor became aware, so it seems, of the fact 

that the onlooker, standing on the ground, could see ‘around’ the 

tower more easily as the tower grew higher. The clustered columns 

therefore move so far outwards that their plan forms a star shape. 

The west and east façades function as a screen on either 

side of the building. The façades are treated as two-dimensional 

surfaces that each performs their own duties. Notice in the tower 

the application of the Palladian window on the west and east side, 

but not on all four sides of the tower. The clustered columns 

provide the tower with the suggestion that it was made out of two 

flat surfaces, with a little mass to fill up the gap in-between. This 

concept of a ‘layered’ tower, which looks as if it is made of layers 

of paper, is very obvious in Christ Church Spitalfields where two 

triumphal arches provide the west and east side of the tower, but not 

the north and south side. These sides were left relatively plain and 

set back, rarely falling into view. 

The total image of St. Anne is made up out of conflicting 

suggestions, shapes and images. The east- and west elevations are 

attached to the main part of the church as if they are screens, staged 

for the onlooker to direct his gaze. The west façade suggests a nave 

and aisle church of three bays which reminds us of the great 

medieval cathedrals. The onlooker is unable to look around the 
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corner and correct this suggestion. The side elevations and the 

interior however, contradict this as they first suggest and then show 

a centralized church interior. 

 

Christ Church 

Christ Church in Spitalfields (began 1714 - 1729) displays the same 

‘layering’ of elevations as noted earlier in St. Anne. The tower of 

Christ Church shows a derivative of a triumphal arch motif (fig. 

46). The columns are simplified into squared flat pilasters with no 

capitals. The attic of the triumphal arch is plain. The arch is a two-

dimensional screen. A similar screen is put up on the back of the 

tower, but here the central window is almost invisible because of 

the squared buttresses that were placed on either side. The minimal 

depth of the tower’s front and back elevations are showed 

uncompromisingly and emphasize the two-dimensional character of 

the tower.  The cube-shaped block on top of the arch, however, can 

be viewed from all around and receives the same treatment 

throughout. The clocks are a later addition. 

The spire of Christ Church shows its derivation from the 

mausoleum of Halicarnassus in an earlier design possibly for Christ 

Church. Vaughan Hart published this drawing and noted the 

similarities with Christ Church.309 The mausoleum of Halicarnassus 

was discussed by Wren and Hooke and a sketch of it which was 

added to the 1750 edition of the Parentalia. The sketch was drawn 

by Hawksmoor.310 This motif was finally used in the tower of St. 

George Bloomsbury in the most literal manner. The tower design of 

                                                 
309 Hawksmoor made a drawing of the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus 
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Christ Church became more simplified than its antique inspiration. 

The dormer windows intended in the design were never built and 

the tower remained plain and simple. 

The large and deep portico at the west entrance of Christ 

Church is an over-scaled Palladian window, repeated at the east 

wall as a window that lights up the chancel (figs. 47 and 48). A 

semicircular attic window, such as seen before at St. Mary 

Woolnoth, is placed above this east-end window. On either side of 

the central window there are two more bays with arched windows, 

topped by portholes. Under each window in the east elevation, an 

arched niche was placed. In the side bays doors were placed with 

stairways leading up to them, which bring the visitor to the side 

aisles of the interior church. The side elevations, north and south, 

are decorated with windows in a similar manner as St. Anne 

Limehouse. The arched windows are kept plain with minimal 

mouldings to decorate them. The main windows are set back in a 

niche and the portholes from the east elevation are continued all 

around the building. 

The plan of Christ Church is similar to the other 

Hawksmoor churches in London, in that it is a square within a 

rectangle (fig. 49). But the central square in the nave, which is 

defined (as in the other churches) by giant clustered columns at the 

corners do not provide much central focus for the visitor’s eye. The 

long nave, higher than the side aisles, and separated from the aisles 

by giant Composite columns, creates a long and narrow path from 

the west entrance towards the east end chancel (fig. 50). This path 

is illuminated by the Palladian window at the east end and the 

clerestory top lights. The windows in the sidewalls provide light in 

the aisles. 
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The giant Composite columns carry a broken entablature 

and arches. The entablature supports a clerestory pierced by 

windows. The ceiling is flat and decorated with square mouldings, 

similar to those at St. George Bloomsbury. The circular ceiling 

motifs of St. Alphege, St. Anne and St. George in the East were not 

applied here. In fact, the ceiling of Christ Church consists, as was 

St. Mary Woolnoth, of geometrical squares and rectangles. 

The side aisles again provide that feeling of being 

oversized that one experienced at the portico. The columns and the 

broken entablature carry the arches that develop into barrel vaulted 

bays in the aisles (fig. 51). Originally there were galleries in the 

aisles, but they were removed in the nineteenth century. They can 

only have added to the longitudinal emphasis of the interior. In the 

present situation the high rising columns and the large vaulted 

aisles provide an experience of height and longitude. The scale of 

the interior is so large that the visitor seems dwarfed, and perhaps 

humbled, in being there. 

Various sources have been mentioned for the design of Christ 

Church. Kerry Downes recalled the reference to Alberti’s San 

Francesco at Rimini, made because of the portholes in the side 

elevations. He does not provide any sources for these references.311 

Any convincing argument has not been made for or against the 

similarity, so we are left wondering. Vaughan Hart makes the 

connection of the interior vaulted aisles with the illustrations of the 

Temple of Peace in Serlio and Palladio.312 The monumental arches 

seem familiar when compared to Serlio’s illustration, and 

Hawksmoor was aware of these illustrations, as well as Palladio’s, 

but it did not seem to have been a direct source for Hawksmoor. 
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Especially Palladio’s reconstruction differs from Hawksmoor’s 

design for Christ Church’s aisles, in that it has a grander scale and 

does not apply barrel vaults, but semicircular domes with windows 

below it unlike Christ Church (fig. 44). As Hart noted, however, the 

general plan of an ancient basilica with portico, aisles and apse 

seem to be followed by Hawksmoor.  

Christ Church is one of Hawksmoor’s most evocative 

church buildings. It seems less complex than the design for St. 

Anne, as the plan is straightforward. The decoration of  Christ 

Church, however, is highly unusual: the two-dimensional motif of 

an triumphal arch, the extremely deeply recessed portico, which 

draws the visitor inside, and the plain and sober side- and east 

elevations with the dark contrasting windows and doors all raise 

more questions than can be answered. Hawksmoor’s obvious love 

for antique motives and his commission to design a contemporary 

Anglican church, rooted in early Christian tradition will have 

prescribed his choice of elements and formed his imaginative 

designs. We are never able precisely to pinpoint his exact sources 

as most of his work came from his mind and his imagination and 

not from books and examples. Also, citing models and sources do 

not explain the impression these buildings make on the beholder. 

Hawksmoor proves to be an artist, not just a builder or scientist, but 

an artist whose work provides interest and pleasure. He is not a 

scholar or a classicist architect who leaves obvious traces of his 

sources and examples. Hence, the meaning of his works should not 

be looked for in his sources but in the way he approached his work 

and the way the patrons and the audience reviewed it. Once we start 

to consider his works as such, many paths for future research will 

open. 
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III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Hawksmoor designed buildings that exercise a silent appeal on the 

viewer. It does not always seem easy to understand their language. 

Just as Wren described the Temple of Peace as a building that 

‘paints’ the idea of peace, Hawksmoor may have tried to design the 

modern conception of the Anglican Church. St. Anne lacks unity in 

this aspect; every façade seems to stand on its own. Each of them 

was treated as a new opportunity to create the desired idea in the 

onlooker. Its front façade suggests an ancient nave and aisle church; 

the side elevations recall the simplicity of roman architecture. 

Hawksmoor did not reconstruct any ancient structure in order to 

evoke early Christianity. He created a representation, suggestive 

and evocative that could ‘work’ on the onlooker. The building that 

was created was an Anglican auditory. But the High-church 

commissioners wanted a different approach. There was need for 

various focal points and a separate chancel. R.T. recommended a 

longitudinal plan, so that the experience of walking through the 

church could be compartmentalized and slowed down. Hawksmoor 

created a mix of centralized and longitudinal design. It was a 

complex answer to a difficult problem. But he created a staged 

experience for the visitor. Like the authors of the publications on 

early Christianity, Hawksmoor was very concerned about the 

character of his church and the subsequent spiritual attitude visitors 

might have. Hawksmoor therefore tried to communicate an image 

to the visitor. His drawings, where the visual effect was explored, 

underline this aim. They used historical or classical references, an 

emphasis on visuality, and a concern with the effect in the 

audience’s mind and imagination to make their audience see the 

things Hawksmoor wanted them to see. 




